Key: C
Genre: Pop
Harp Type: Diatonic
Skill: Beginner

Where Do You Go To My Lovely
4 4 5 6 6-6 -6 6
you talk like marlene dietrich
6 6 -6 -6 -6-7 7 -7
and you dance like zizi jeanmaire
7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6
your clothes are all made by balmain
6 6 -6 -6 -6 -6 -7 7 -7
and theres diamonds and pearls in your hair
-6 6 -6
yes there are
7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6
you live in a fancy apartment
6 6 -6 -6-6 -7 7-7
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off the boulevard saint-michel
7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6
where you keep your rolling stones records
6 6 -6 -6 -6-7 7 -7 -6 6 -6
and a friend of sacha distel,yes you do
chorus:
6 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6
but where do you go to my lovely
-6 -6 -6-6 -5 -6 6
when youre alone in your bed
7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6
tell me the thoughts that surround you
6 -6 -6 -6 -6-7 7 -7 -6 6 -6
i want to look inside your head,yes i do.
i`ve seen all your qualifications
you got from the sorbonne
and the painting you stole from picasso
your loveliness goes on and on,yes it does
when you go on your summer vacation
you go to juan-les-pins
with your carefully designed topless swimsuit
you get an even suntan on your back and on you legs
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and when the snow falls youre found in st moritz
with the others of the jet set
and you sip your napoleon brandy
but you never get your lips wet,no you don`t
chorus.
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